A.C ACOUSTICS Elemental
ALICE DONUT Alternative Tentacles
ARCHERS OF LOAF Alias
BAILTER SPACE Flying Nun
CODEINE Sub Pop
COWS Amphetamine Reptile
The DIDJITS Touch & Go
D.O.A Alternative Tentacles
DOWN BY LAW Epitaph
DRIVE LIKE JEHU Elemental
ED HALL Trance Syndicate
EGGS Teenbeat
FUDGE TUNNEL Earache
FUGAZI Discord
GIRLS AGAINST BOYS Touch & Go
GREEN DAY Reprise
The GRIFTERS Southern
GROTUS Alternative Tentacles
HELIUM Matador
JALE Sub Pop
JAWBOX City Slang
The JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION Matador
KILLDOZER Touch & Go
KIM SALMON & THE SURREALISTS Polydor
LINUS Elemental
The MEKONS Quarterstick
MULE Quarterstick
NEUROSIS Alternative Tentacles
NEW BOMB TURKS Crypt
NOFX Epitaph
NO MEANS NO Alternative Tentacles
The OFFSPRING Epitaph
PITCH SHIFTER Earache
POLVO Touch & Go
RANCID Epitaph
RODAN Touch & Go
SCRATCH Simple Machines
SHELLAC Touch & Go
SMALL 23 Alias
SNFU Epitaph
The SPINNAKERS Sub Pop
SUPERSUCKERS Sub Pop
SURGERY Atlantic
TAR Touch & Go
THRONEBERRY Alias
TSUNAMI Simple Machines
WOOL London
ZENI GEVA Alternative Tentacles
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